Mean shift is an efficient pattern match algorithm. It is widely used in visual tracking
Introduction
Visual tracking is a fundamental task to find and follow moving objects between consecutive frames with many computer vision applications ranging from surveillance to human−computer interfaces [1] . To realize robust tracking between consecutive frames, the ability of image analysis should be efficient. Tracking based on a rough target model would not be robust. Colour feature is very important infor− mation in visual tracking. The statistical feature based on colour histogram provides a general description of image cue. The visual tracking algorithm based on colour feature can be categorized into two main kinds of methodologies, parametrical and nonparametric statistical approach.
A variety of parametric statistical techniques have been applied to object representation, which describe the appear− ance of the object by statistics. Parametric approaches are based on the assumption of specific forms of the features in the images. Usually, image data are assumed to be normally distributed, and given known distributional forms. Thus, parametric methods restrict the form of the statistic to those whose distributional results are available, and rely on many assumptions and approximations. For example, the para− metrical statistical methods can use Gaussian distribution model to build colour distribution model of object region for driver face tracking [2, 3] , and speech tracking in audio doc− uments [4, 5] . However, the number of Gaussian mixture model is difficult to choose. Furthermore, parametrical method such as learning Gaussian distribution using EM al− gorithm is very time−consuming, which is not appropriate in real−time tracking tasks [6] .
The nonparametric statistical methods can overcome many disadvantages of parametrical methods, which do not necessarily depend on a presumed distribution model of the object and are more widely applicable. Colour distribution histograms is a nonparametric approach which has many ad− vantages for tracking non−rigid objects, as they are robust to partial occlusion, are rotation and scale invariant, and are cal− culated efficiently [7, 8] . Kernel density estimation is another kind of nonparametric technique, which has also been used as an important data analysis tool [9] . Taking the advantages of colour histograms and spatial kernel, Comaniciu proposes a nonparametric tracking approach based on mean shift analy− sis [10, 11] . The mean shift algorithm is a typical nonpara− metric method based on histogram statistics, and it is an effi− cient pattern matching algorithm which is used widely in vi− sual tracking fields. This approach tends to let the data guide a search for the function which fits them best without the re− strictions imposed by a parametric model [12] . It is determin− istic and data driven for climbing density gradient to find the peak of probability density distribution, and track a distribu− tion by maximizing the Bhattacharyya measure between a model distribution and an empirical distribution. It uses gra− dient optimization method to reduce the search time of fea− ture matching, and need not perform searching in the whole region, so it can achieve rapid object localization. Shape de− form will not influence visual tracking because kernel− −weighted statistical histogram is used. In many cases, we need to track the moving target with a large motion area, such as ping pong ball tracking near from the camera and missile tracking far from the camera. However, the classically mean shift algorithm can only guarantee to achieve efficient track− ing when the moving object has not entirely break away from its last frame's tracking window location. That is to say, the motion object between two consecutive frames in image space must have some part to be overlaid, otherwise the tradi− tional mean shift method will be invalid. Therefore the tradi− tional mean shift method is unable to track targets with large motion between two consecutive frames. In order to solve this problem, Comaniciu [11] also proposes a background− −weighted histogram algorithm, which can be used for track− ing target with large motion. However, this algorithm will track unstably or unsuccessfully when the area size of background is many times of target area, as well as the target and background are merged mutually. This paper presents a new mean shift tracking algorithm based on a coarse−to−fine search for the best kernel match− ing (CFT). This work is aimed at object tracking with a large motion area. To realize efficient tracking of such an object, we present a kernel match searching method from coarseness to fine. If the motion area of the object between two frames is very large and they are not overlapped in the image space, then the traditional mean shift method can only obtain local optimal value by iterative computing in the old object window area, so the real tracking position cannot be obtained and the object tracking is disabled. Our new al− gorithm can efficiently use a similarity measure function to realize the rough location of motion object, then use mean shift method to obtain the accurate local optimal value by it− erative computing, which successfully realizes object track− ing with large motion. Experimental results demonstrate that our method can achieve optimal value while less iter− ation computations are required. This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the image representation of image is described. Section 3 introduced the similarity measurement derived by Bhattacharyya coef− ficient. The kernel density estimation is described in Sect. 4, and the background−weighted histogram algorithm is intro− duced in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6, we proposed our coarse−to−fine kernel matching approach for mean shift algorithm.
Representation of image
The distribution of target feature for tracking can be repre− sented as probability density functions over image space by spatial masking the feature histogram−based target representa− tions with an isotropic kernel. The reference target model and candidate target model are respectively described as a spa− tially−weighted feature intensity histogram for kernel density estimation. The difference between a histogram and kernel density function is that a kernel is placed at every point con− volving the surrounding data with the kernel function.
A target for tracking can be represented by a rectangular region in the image. Here, consider a target chosen for track− ing as the defined region of pixel locations { } , ..., With these definitions, the probability density model of a kernel− −weighted histogram in the target region can be computed as
where a* is the centre location of the kernel, and d is the Kronecker delta function. To impose the normalization con− straint
the normalization weighting factor C is expressed as
The probability density of the target model can be ex− pressed by a more compact form. For each feature vector u the corresponding sifting vector u as u u t 
Assume we are now considering a candidate region cen− tred at a with the subsequent time index ¢ t . Thus, the proba− bility density model of a kernel−weighted histogram in the candidate region would be
Then, the kernel−based tracking problem can be consid− ered as the following problem, given a target model distri− bution q, and a candidate model distribution p(a), finding out the location a* that ensure the similarity between the model representation and the candidate representation is maximized.
Similarity measurement
The goal of a visual tracking procedure is to find the most similar candidate in terms of the features we are interested. To measure the similarity between the probability density functions of target model distributions and candidate model distributions, the Bhattacharyya coefficient is an efficient and divergence−type tool for statistical measurement. It can be solved by minimizing the distance between two discrete
where r( ( ), ) p a q is the similarity measurement. The equa− tion above is equivalent to maximizing the sample estima− tion of the Bhattacharyya coefficient
Since the probabilities p a ( ) 0 of the target candidate at the location a 0 in the current frame have to be computed first, applying the Taylor expansion around the values p a ( ) 0 , the linear approximation of r( ) a can be rewritten as . (7) The traditional kernel−based visual tracking algorithm assumes that the target candidate { ( )} , , p a
does not change drastically between any two consecutive frames, so the equation above with such hypothesis will always be fea− sible. Since p a ( ) is independent of a, we can substitute Eq. (4) for p a u ( ), and r( ) a can be rewritten in a new form
where
Kernel density estimation
To maximize the Bhattacharyya coefficient r( ) a , we must maximize the second item
In fact, the condition for maximizing kernel density esti− mation is that Ñ = f a ( ) 0. By seeking the maximum mode of the density in the lo− cal region, the kernel can be recursively moved from the current location a 0 to the next location a 1 until achieving at the density mode according to the relation of 
[ , ] 0 except a finite set of points. From the equation above, we can find that the new location is the weighted centroid of the sample points { } , ,
x i n =1 K .
Background-weighted histogram
In most applications, it is difficult to exactly describe the target, and its model might contain background as well. However, improper use of the background information may affect the tracking efficiency, make impossible to measure the similarity between the target and the new candidate. Hence, Comaniciu [11] Assume the smallest nonzero value of g u is g s and the area of the background equals to three times the target area, thus the background factor can be obtained by
These background factors decrease the importance of those features that have low g u , especially in the back− ground area. With these definitions, the probability distribu− tion model of a kernel−weighted histogram in the target re− gion can be computed as
In the same way, we can define the background factor
Depending upon these simplifications, we can rewrite the target model in a more concise form
Assume we are now considering a candidate region cen− tred at a with the subsequent time index ¢ t . Thus, the proba− bility distribution model of a kernel−weighted histogram in the candidate region would be
We can obtain the weights
The weights for these sample points are dependent on two parts. One part is the weight w i on background−factored colour features, and the other part is the weight from the ker− nel function which assigns smaller weights to points farther away from the centre point of the target.
Coarse-to-fine kernel matching approach for mean shift method
In many visual tracking instances the moving distance of a target between two frames is very large, and the target in previous frame is not overlapped with the same target in current frame, so that the traditional kernel−based tracking method will fail. The traditional kernel−based tracking method can only obtain local optimal value in previous tar− get window, therefore it cannot get real tracking location, and the object tracking will fail. To realize efficient tracking of target with a large motion area, we present a kernel matching method based on coarseness to fine searching of Bhattacharyya coefficient.
Key concept of coarse-to-fine kernel matching
In mean shift based visual tracking algorithm, the similarity measure between the target model and candidate model can be defined by Bhattacharyya coefficient
It describes the similarity degree, which is maximized to denote the most similar description between the target model of previous frame and the candidate model in current frame.
The aim of mean shift is to search for the most similar area in current frame with target feature model probability density of last frame as location of tracking target. Therefore, for the tracking target with large motion area, we can use Bhattacharyya coefficient to carry out rough searching local− ization. This will be the initial search and regional location, and the location of the starting point can be used for the pre− cise position by traditional mean shift iterative algorithm.
As Fig. 1(a) shows, for the moving target, on the base of pre−defined tracking window width and height, respectively w and h, we define a greater initial search area to perform the rough search. Assuming the width and height of new searching window are m and n times of the original target width and height, respectively. That is to say, the searching width and height is m ẃ and n h , respectively. Therefore we can carry on rough localization for target in the new searching window, and the target is localized in the tracking window with the height of h and width of w. The value of m and n are both 3, as show in Fig. 1(a) . The instance of mov− ing target with small motion is shown in Fig. 1(b) , thus un− der such circumstances the use of Bhattacharyya coefficient for coarse localization will get a conclusion that the initial position for fine searching is the original grid centre, be− cause the similarity measure function will obtain the great− est value in the middle of the grid. After the initial location is found, we can iteratively solve the precise position of tar− get by traditional mean shift method. As well, for the in− stance in Fig. 1(c) , rough localization for moving target us− ing Bhattacharyya coefficient can find out the initial search− ing position will be the upper left cornel of the grid centre, whose Bhattacharyya coefficient is maximal among nine meshes. When the initial searching position is obtained, we can regard it as the starting point for iteratively solving its exact location using traditional mean shift method. Simi− larly, if the motion area between two frames are larger than 3 3 meshes, then the mesh number along horizontal or ver− tical direction can be increased, for example, 3 5 meshes, 5 5 meshes etc. In this way, the difficulty for tracking target with large motion area will be solved.
Procedure for coarse-to-fine kernel matching
The visual tracking procedure for coarse−to−fine kernel matching using Bhattacharyya coefficient based on mean shift algorithm can be described by the following steps, as− suming some variables are given, the target model ¬ , and go to step (3). In the circulation judgments above, the thresh− old e restricts the distance between the location vector a 0 and a 1 after ultimate iteration computations, and the diversity should be in a tolerance area. The small thresh− old e can guarantee the searching value with high accu− racy, but this increases the number of iteration. To en− sure the accuracy of tracking whereas without losing real−time performance, we can limit the highest times for iteration, commonly the iteration number is less than fifteen times.
Computational complexity
Let N iter be the average number of iterations per frame, n h be the number of pixels in the candidate region. Let the computational cost of similarity measurement be T hist , then the coarse searching time will be m n T hist´. We conclude that the mean cost of the proposed algorithm is approxi− mately given by
where T s is the cost of an addition, square−root, and a divi− sion.
Here, we also analyze the computational complexity of a background−weighed histogram algorithm. Let N bwh be the average number of iterations per frame, n bh be the number of pixels in the candidate region, then the computational cost T A will be 
Therefore the computational cost of our algorithm is less then the background−weighed histogram method.
Applying our tracking algorithm on video streams
In order to demonstrate the performance of the proposed method, a standard Table Tennis video sequence with size of 352´240 is tested in the experiment. In this image se− quence, almost all ping−pong balls target between two frames are not overlapped in image space, so that the tradi− tional mean shift method cannot obtain its real tracking po− sition and the tracking is invalid. Our proposed algorithm can be successfully used to track such ping−pong target with high motion speed and large motion area. Our program is performed on a Pentium IV 2.4 GHz computer using Matlab language with version 7.0. The RGB colour space is used as the feature space, and it was quantized into 16´16´16 bins. The target that we want to track is initialized and chosen by hand−drawn rect− angular region in the first frame. As shown in Fig. 2(a) , the motion target that we want to track is the ping−pong ball in a pane with size of 13´13, and the centre position of the pane is (65, 145). Some tracking sequence is shown from Fig.  2(b) to Fig. 2(f) . The pane on ping−pong ball is the current tracking position according to our proposed coarse−to−fine kernel matching approach for mean−shift based visual track− ing. In addition, the " " type character in image sequence shows the tracking position of last frame, which is obvi− ously distinguished from the "o" type character for describ− ing the tracking position of current frame. The searching area of the current frame is centred at the tracking position of the last frame.
From the figures above we can see that in Table Tennis sequences, the motion speed of a ping−pong ball is very high, therefore the target images of a ping−pong ball between two frames will be less overlapped, and the target always appears in an area which is around and not far from the tracking posi− tion at the last frame. In such target tracking conditions, the traditional mean shift method can only obtain local optimal value by iterative computing in the old object window area, so the real tracking position cannot be obtained and the object tracking is disabled. Our proposed algorithm can efficiently use a similarity measure function between the target model and candidate model to realize the rough location of motion object, then use mean shift method to obtain the accurate lo− cal optimal value by iterative computing, which successfully realizes object tracking with large motion. In our experiment, the searching area is defined as 5´5 meshes, that is, the width and height of new searching window are both 5 times of the original target width and height.
The main concept of our proposed algorithm is coarse− −to−fine kernel matching based on mean shift method, so af− ter rough localization and then use mean shift method to perform the pattern matching of motion target, less iteration computation is required to achieve optimum mode. In the Table Tennis image sequence tracking experiment, the number of iteration required in the background−weighted histogram method is shown in Fig. 3(a) , the average number of iteration is 4.5181 times, among them, the lowest is 1 time, and the highest is 12 times. The number of iteration re− quired in our proposed algorithm in shown in Fig. 3(b) , the average number of iteration is 2.4940 times, among them, the lowest is 1 time, and the highest is 5 times. Thus, through the comparison between the traditional method and our proposed algorithm we can find out that our proposed coarse−to−fine kernel matching approach is a rapid motion target tracking and localization algorithm.
In order to make possible a comparison between meth− ods, we use some quantitative evaluation and metric on them. The average computation time, average Bhatta− charyya value, and the successful rate of tracking are com− pared for the background−weighted histogram and our coarse−to−fine kernel matching approach, as shown in Ta− ble. 1. Clearly, the average computation time of our CFT al− gorithm is less than the BWH algorithm, and the average Bhattacharyya value of our CFT algorithm is higher than the BWH algorithm. We use the rate of successful tracking frame to the number of test frames. The total number of test frames is 84, more important is that the BWH algorithm can only track 68 frames correctly, while our CFT algorithm can track all 84 frames correctly. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed an efficient coarse−to−fine kernel matching approach for mean−shift based visual tracking. This paper is aimed at tracking object whose motion area between two frames is very large and not overlapped in im− age space. To realize efficient tracking of such an object, we present a kernel match searching algorithm from coarseness to fine based on a mean shift method. We introduce a simi− larity measure function to realize the rough location of mo− tion object, then use the mean shift method to obtain the ac− curate local optimal value by iterative computing. Experi− mental results show that our proposed algorithm can effi− ciently track target with a large motion area, while less itera− tion computation is required than background−weighted histogram method. 
